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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON 

STUDE CONCERT HALL * ALICE PRATT BROWN HALL * RICE UNIVERSITY 

TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1999, 8: 00 P. M. 

This concert is dedicated to 

the memory ef Stephen William UmcdJ 

TRIO FONTENAY 

Wolf Harden, Piano • Michael Miicke, Violin 

Jens-Peter Maintz, Cello 

PROGRAM 

FRANZ JOSEF HAYDN (1732-1809) Trio in C Major, Hob. XV:27 

Allegro • Andante 

Finale: Presto 

MAURICE RAVEL ( 1875 -1937) Trio in A Minor 

Modere • Pantoum: assez vif 

Passacaille: Tres large 

Finale: Anime 

... Intermission . .. 

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897) Trio in B Major, Opus 8 

Allegro con brio 

Scherzo: Allegro molto; Meno allegro 

Adagio • Allegro 

Arts Management Group, Inc., 150 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011 

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. We further request that audible paging devices not be used 

during performances. Paging arrangements may be made with the ushers. If it is anticipated that 

tickets will not be used, subscribers are encouraged to turn them in for resale. This is a tax-deductible donation. 

Call 713-285-5400. 

KUHF88.7FM 
HOUSTON'S CLASSIC CHOICE 

The radio voice of Houston Friends of Music. Program Design by Geri Snider Creative 
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TRIO IN C MAJOR, 
HOB. XV:27 

FRANZ JOSEF HAYDN 

In the 1790s, Haydn wrote nineteen splendid 

piano trios, twelve of which were published 

in four sets of three, each set dedicated to a 

woman whose talents are probably reflected 

in the piano parts. Almost all chamber 

music was written for private performance 

and for the pleasure of the performers. 

Composers tailored their works to the tastes 

and skills of specific players, and the elabo

rate dedications that often accompanied 

them were not empty gestures. 

During his second long stay in London, 

in 1794 and 1795, Haydn composed three 

piano sonatas for Teresa Jansen, a pupil of 

Clementi, and around the same time, he 

wrote three piano trios for her. Haydn 

knew Jansen well enough to stand as wit

ness at her marriage to the artist Gaetano 

Bartolozzi in 1795, and nothing could reveal 

his high opinion of her more clearly than 

this trio does. The piano writing is as bril

liant and as difficult as that in the concer

tos of Mozart and Beethoven. The first 

edition of the trios called them Sonatas far 

the Piano-Forte, with an Accompaniment far the 

Violin and Violoncello, and although the string 

parts are given a degree of individual free

dom and identity in the ensemble, this is 

really the pianist's piece. 

The Allegro first movement is one Haydn's 

great inventions, music of complex, almost 

orchestral texture, rich in ideas that seem 

to pour out, one after another in an aston

ishing cascade of melody. The second move

ment, Andante, starts out calmly enough, 

but the music has been wrenched to the dis

tant key of A major, and it uses chords clearly • 

intended to surprise and demand attention 

from eighteenth-century ears. The violence 

with which it shifts into the minor for the 

contrasting middle section is magnificent 

and dramatic. The Finale, Presto, is a witty 

extended Rondo in which melody, harmony, 

and rhythm are all exploited in making 

very funny musicians' jokes. 

This is the first peiformance ef this work on a Friends ef Music prO[Jram. 

Program notes supplied by the Trio Fontenay. 

TRIO IN A MINOR 
MAURICE RAVEL 

Any musical work may be fully respectful 

of old traditions without laboring within 

the specific terms of old forms. In this in

stance, Ravel's serioimpressionism is a pro

visional use of the trio structure. This piano 

trio skirts the fringe of the classical models; 

Ravel is a discreet and cautious classicist. 

His kinship with Mozart is not far distant 

in the refined clarity of tM.e trio, despite its 

20th-Century sparkle and color. Part writing 

and attention to detail are present in every 

note of the constantly variable action. In 

Ravel's hands, the trio apparatus is changed ... 

into a new picturesque format. 

There is distinction to each movement. 

The simple denominator of twice-dupled ~-,.. 

rhythm is very ordered. But in this instance 

( the opening Madere movement), Ravel 

asymmetricizes the four beats, splitting the 

quarter notes into eighths that make of the 

measures a swinging 3 I 2 I 3 meter. Ravel 

himself stated that the main theme of this 

movement was "Basque in feeling." In its 

rhythmic sense, it is. As regards organic 
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~ sound, the movement is fragilely, but solidly 

French. Two themes are contrasted but 

never change from the total 8 I 8 rhythm. 

The second movement is titled "Pantoum." 

Ravel loved dance forms as well as poetical 

form!., and stylized individually all the uses 

he made of dances and poetical types. In 

this opus a Scherzo equals his musical trans

lation of a Malayan form adopted by some 

French poets. It is bright with typical Ravelian 

,._ references. And all the color possibilities 

of the instrum~nts are employed. The trio 

section of the movement continues the 

previous scintillating triple meter against 

the piano's quadruple chordal frame. 

The last movements are, respectively, 

Passacaille and Finale. The reiterated eight

measure theme · of the former receives vari

ational change without losing any dignity 

in the process, working its way from thin 

texture to solid and massive fullness of 

sound, and then a return to the simplest 

sonority scale. The last section is capricious, 

'in Ravel's favored 5 I 4 and 7/ 4 rhythms; 

it runs its course in a delight of color set 

in a rondo frame, based on a main theme 

that has some resemblance to that of the 

opening movement. Throughout the finale 

(Anime ), there is brilliant virtuosity. Quite 

~ ...-often this produces orchestral-like qualities. 

± 
This is the sixth peifarmance ef this work on a Friends ef Music pro-

9ram; it was last played o/ the Borodin Trio in January 1987. 

Program notes supplied by the Trio Fontenay. 

TRIO IN B MAJOR, OP. 8 
JOHANNES BRAHMS 

This trio is the first of Brahms' s published 

chamber works - though he had completed 

and burned a number of quartets and other 

pieces before he allowed himself to release 

this trio. It was begun in the fall of 1853 

and completed early in 1854, when Brahms 

was only twenty. In 1888, Brahms' s new 

publisher, Simrock, invited him to make 

any small revisions he might wish in his 

earlier works. With characteristic under

statement, Brahms wrote a friend that the 

revision ''did not provide [ the trio] with a 

wig, but just combed and arranged its hair 

a little." Finally published in 1891, the re

vised version ( the version being performed 

tonight) is about one-third shorter than 

the original, with only the scherzo move

ment escaping without much change. 

Nevertheless, Brahms retained all but one 

of his original themes, rewriting mainly in 

the development and middle sections. For 

a such a self-critical composer, this respect 

for his original version is remarkable. 

The trio opens with a long-breathed 

melody in which the pianb is soon joined 

by the cello, and somewhat later, the violin. 

After a contrastingly active passage charac

terized by triplet figures, the piano introduces 

the second subject. This begins calmly, but 

builds to a climax intensified by the triplet 

figures. This material is further developed 

until the recapitulation returns the exposi

tion in recognizable but altered form. 

The scherzo begins with a light, delicate 

minor figure reminiscent of Mendelssohn's 

fairy music from the Midsummer Night's 

Dream overture and other works. Piano 

runs introduce a more forceful passage, 

with horn fifths suggesting a troop of 

hunters scattering the Mendelssohnian 
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fairies. The trio section, in the major, is more 

waltz-like. The two parts of the movement 

are linked by fragments of the trio melody 

appearing in the violin and piano near the 

end of the scherzo, and the rhythmic motif 

of the scherzo sounding in the left hand of 

the piano during the trio. 

The piano opens the Ada9io with a broad 

melody characterized by widely spaced 

right and left hands and marked una corda, 

beginning a dialogue taken up by the strings. 

The cello then sings an autumnal minor 

melody characteristic of the beautiful cello 

writing in this trio and in other Brahms 

works. (Though primarily a pianist, Brahms 

had studied the cello.) The piano introduces 

a section characterized by a dotted eighth

and sixteenth-note figure and includes a 

statement of the cello song in the violin. 

When the opening dialogue returns, the 

string parts are decorated by sextuplets 

high in the piano. 

The closing Alle9ro begins with a tense 

but restrained minor theme in the cello. 

The tension builds until the piano bursts 

out with the D-major second subject in 

octaves, accompanied by offbeats in the 

cello. The development is built largely out 

of the first theme and transitional material, 

and the recapitulation seems to begin with 

the second subject. When the first theme 

returns, it blends with the coda, bringing 

the movement to a forceful close. 

This is the .fifth peiformance ef this work on a Friends ef Music pro

gram; it was last played in October 1994 f:y the Trio Fontenay. 

Program notes by Edward Doughtie (with help from 

Styra Avins) 

TRIO FONTENAY 
Since its formation in 1980, Trio Fontenay 

has been lavishly praised by critics for their 

technical excellence, richness of tone, and 

depth of interpretive imagination. The name \ 

"Fontenay" is the old French for "source" 1 
~ I 

and "fantasy," and is also the name of the street r 

near the Hamburg Conservatory where the 

ensemble first met to practice. Inspired by 

their early study with the Amadeus Quartet, 

the ensemble performs throughout Europe, 

North and South America, Australia, and 

the Far East. They served as Trio in Residence 

at Paris' Theatre Chatelet, and in 1995-96 

. ,. 

they performed the complete Beethoven ·1 · 

cycle there and at other European venues. 

In the 1998-99 season, the Trio performs in 

Dallas, Berkeley, College Park, Ann Arbor, 

Montreal, Phoenix, Albany, and Worcester. 

The 1998-99 season also welcomes cel

list Jens Peter Maintz to the Trio. Mr. 

Maintz has won several European competi

tions and has been solo cellist with the 

Deutsches Symphonie Orchester-Berlin. 

Trio Fontenay has recorded for Denon, 

EMI Electrola, and Teldec, where the Trio 

has just signed another five-year exclusive 

contract. Their recording of the Beethoven 

Piano Trios for Teldec received the German 

Record Critics Award. They have recorded 

the complete piano trios by Brahms, 

Mendelssohn, Mozart, and Dvorak, as well 

as works by Ives, Schumann, Ravel, Debussy, 

Faure, and Schubert. 

Michael Miicke' s violin was made in 

Piacenza by Gaspare Lorenzini in 1780; 

Jens-Peter Maintz's cello, dated 1696, is by 

Vincenzo Ruggeri. 


